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Overview
Add classic style to your office commute with the Targus 15.6" Executive Case. This spacious yet streamlined toploader is beautifully
crafted from premium materials. The exterior features smooth polyurethane-coated leather with reinforced stitching and durable gunmetal
fittings. Four gunmetal bumpers keep the case upright when not in use.

On the front, two surprisingly deep, side access pockets hide valuables like keys, tickets, or passports. At the back, a slim pocket with
magnetic closure gives easy access to important documents—or morphs into a trolley pass-through with one zip.

Inside, a richly padded compartment encases your laptop in protective, shock absorbing material. The premium workstation features
beautifully stitched pockets, a zippered compartment and slots for stowing business cards, adapters, pens and supplies. An additional
divider neatly organizes even legal-sized documents.

Two versatile carrying options complement this smartly styled case. Lift the retractable handles for a classic briefcase experience or
attach the neoprene-lined, padded shoulder strap with rotating clasps for comfortable, secure commuting. Any way you carry it, the
Executive Case from Targus means business.

Features
• Soft, polyurethane coated leather exterior meets executive standards. Extra-thick padded and shock absorbent laptop compartment fits

laptops up to 15.6" for worry-free transport.

• Removable neoprene-lined padded shoulder strap with gunmetal hardware withstands heavy use.

• Premium workstation secures and organizes supplies. In front, two side-accessed, hidden zippered pockets secure tickets and valuables.
Document pocket with magnetic closure and bottom zip converts to pass-through trolley strap for convenient travel. Separate file storage
keeps documents up to legal size in order.

Specifications
Exterior Dimensions 17.5" x 4.25" x 15.13"
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
Weight 2.64 lbs
Color Black
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